Stealth Attraction: Review Of Richard La Ruina's Attraction Training Course Released By PUABooks.net
Summary: PUABooks.net releases a review of Richard La Ruina's "Stealth Attraction" home training program
which intends to help men quickly and naturally attract women without fear of rejection.
"Stealth Attraction is one of the most popular training programs available for men looking to quickly improve
their success with women," reports PUABooks.net's Clint Johnson. "Wild reports have been popping up from
guys who have been using the system successfully, so we wanted to review the program for our website visitors
and give them the honest truth about the Stealth Attraction system"
The Stealth Attraction program was created my Richard La Ruina, a world famous pick up artist and mentor to
thousands men looking to improve their attraction, dating and seduction skills. La Ruina has stated that he was
quite shy and awkward around women in his younger years before embarking on a journey to master the art of
attracting women. La Ruina spent years mastering his craft and learning from other thought leaders in the pick
up field before forming Europe's largest pick up training company PUA Training and creating his immensely
popular Stealth Attraction system. La Ruina has been featured by many major media outlets such as The Times,
the Independent, Cosmopolitan, FHM, and has appeared on several television networks including the BBC,
VPRO, and Canal+.
Johnson explains Stealth Attraction's widespread popularity:
"When men realize that there actually are steps they can take to improve their dating lives they usually get pretty
excited," says Johnson. "However, that excitement can often lead to confusion and disillusionment due to the
fact that there is just so much conflicting information out there on this subject of how to attract women. Stealth
Attraction, differs from mainstream dating and pick up advice on many counts. La Ruina devised his system to
allow users to 'fly under a woman's radar' so that they can work their charm without setting off alarm bells."
While some critics have asserted that using tactics based on an advanced understanding of female psychology
and arousal is underhanded and sneaky, Johnson asserts that such knowledge merely evens the playing field.
"Most guys have trouble attracting women because they don't understand what women want, or what they
respond to," says Johnson. "The Stealth Attraction program gives guys the tools that they need to approach
women without the fear that they are going to be rejected. It gives guys a massive confidence boost, because
they know exactly what to do and say to spark attraction and move things forward quickly, and smoothly."
The Stealth Attraction program is available online allowing customers instant access to the the video training.
For access to this limited offer, including access 4 additional trainings, click here.
Clint Johnson reviews popular dating guides and self-help programs for men on his website PUABooks.net.
Johnson's review of Stealth Attraction is available at the following web address: http://puabooks.net/officialstealth-attraction-review-can-it-be-this-simple/
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